
January 25, 2011 

Faculty Advisory Council Meeting 

Attended by Melanie Schlosser (chair), Kathy Webb, Dracine Hodges, Nancy O’Hanlon (ex 

officio), Beth Black, and Carol Diedrichs (arrived at 10:15) 

Not in attendance: David Lincove and Jose Diaz 

1.       Discuss P&P participation in the Director's Staff Award selection process 

Nancy O’Hanlon shared background based on her involvement with the coordinating 

the award the past few years. We discussed several options and perspectives on FAC 

involvement.  We agreed that FAC should be involved in some way and produced a list 

of options for SAC to consider. Melanie will email that list to Brian Miller and copy the 

committee list. 

2.       February Faculty meeting agenda – Feb 8  

         Director’s Report  

         Administration Report 

         New Travel Documents – CFBPR 

         AP&T Items:  Faculty folders (Eric) and New Review Process (Trisha)  

3.       Committee Reports at Faculty Meetings 

For now we will continue with the current process but there will be changes soon.  Exec 

will soon begin discussing committees. The first step is Carol reviewing all of our 

existing committees to determine the type of committee (governance, admin, etc.). From 

that will come an understanding of who has oversight for each committee. The future 

process will include an annual report from each committee but it will likely be more 

structured than the current state. Another idea being explored is each committee getting 

a general charge and an annual charge. As an oversight body for governance 

committees, the Faculty Advisory Council will need to write these and should begin 

thinking about this. 

4.       Moving forward with POA changes 

We will begin using our new name, the Faculty Advisory Council, because it has 

already been approved by the faculty vote on the updated POA.  Melanie will identify 

the web pages that need to be updated to reflect the name change and Beth will make 

those changes.  We will hold the election for members of FAC at the normal time 

following the new rules. 



5.       Report from Carol 

         Carol continues to review our budget in preparation for the new state 

budget.  We will not know much about what to expect until the Governor’s 

budget proposal is released in March. 

         The hiring of all 5 Assistant/Associate Directors over such a tight 

timeframe, including promotion and tenure reviews, and without needing to 

reopen any of the searches, is a major accomplishment.  On-boarding of Lisa 

Patton-Glinski and Beth Warner has begun; more will be done for the entire 

group after they all arrive in April. The Libraries has contracted with Maureen 

Sullivan to assist the ADs and Carol with implementation of the new 

organizational structure. 

6.       Topics for next month’s FAC meeting 

a.       Election of new members 

b.      Begin planning for bringing an Open Access Resolution before the Libraries 

faculty – we will likely wait to present it to the faculty until after Karla Strieb 

arrives because she has extensive expertise in this area. 

  

Respectfully submitted by Beth Black 


